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the pattern is more interesting than the data
points
new services, e.g. Internet of Things, sensor
networks, human-generated data, universal logging:
streaming data from many devices, many people, many
levels of abstraction

language is a pilot case for high volume and
high variety data
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worth keeping in mind as a model
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i drink tea
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many parameters, but simple experimentation!

I

Pentti Kanerva, Jan Kristoferson, and Anders Holst. 2000. Random Indexing of Text
Samples for Latent Semantic Analysis. CogSci.

I

Magnus Sahlgren, Anders Holst, and Pentti Kanerva. 2008. Permutations as a Means to
Encode Order in Word Space. CogSci.
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in the same representational space. great for
hypothesis testing, and for differing tasks!
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authorship gender profiling
linguistic theories are not built for this task and
are overly specific;
word occurrence models overtrain on topic and do not
generalise.
I

add all observed features of potential interest
into same representation

I

use cosine to test which representations fit best
findings (so far):

I

I
I

I

~: first person subjects, „truly”-amplifiers
|: think verbs and hedges

https://pan.webis.de/clef18/pan18-web/author-profiling.html
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handing hypotheses and providing explanatory
power are important ...
... as is computational habitality ...
... neither is optional.
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2.

I

I

handing hypotheses and providing explanatory
power are important ...
... as is computational habitality ...
... neither is optional.
feature engineering is a useful method to
understand the world ...
... knowledge representations for processing
large amounts of data should support it.

